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Abstract

Low-energy ion scattering is very useful for the characterisation of supported catalyst systems by providing information
about the top layer elemental composition and near-surface composition profiles. Here Rh supported on TiO and on SiO2 2

are investigated as model systems. Experimental results from the original and the encapsulated state are compared with
simplified model calculations and with calculations using the elaborate computer codes MARLOWE and TRIDYN. Although a
number of complicating physical effects are involved in the scattering and sputtering processes, useful interpretation of the
data is possible. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

For the characterisation of the physical and chem-
ical properties of solid catalysts a large number of

w xanalysis techniques is in application 1 . Among
them, surface analysis by low-energy ion scattering
Ž .LEIS or ISS for ion scattering spectroscopy has
gained its merits due to specific properties of this

w xmethod 2,3 : it can be used to determine the elemen-
tal composition of the outermost atomic layer of a
solid, it also conveys structural information regard-
ing relative atomic positions, it allows to obtain
near-surface compositional depth profiles owing to
the sputtering action of the analysing ion beam, the
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basic interpretation of ISS data is pretty straightfor-
ward, and it is fairly simple to integrate an ISS

Ž .system into an ultra high vacuum UHV apparatus.
Since top layer composition and morphology are of
decisive importance for the performance of a cata-
lyst, ISS is an obvious choice for the corresponding
surface analysis. And in fact, successful applications

w xhave been reported years ago 4–7 and increased in
Ž w x.number ever since for reviews see, e.g. 8–10 .

The method of course also has its limitations. The
necessity of UHV excludes in situ analysis of cata-
lysts, and therefore, real catalysts have to be studied
before or after impregnation and use. Some experi-
mental complications can arise from surface rough-
ness and from electrical charging up of insulating
support material such as oxides. But it has been
demonstrated that these problems can be overcome
w x11,12 . For detailed investigations, the preparation
and study of well defined model catalyst systems has
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been helpful in many cases, also with respect to the
above mentioned problems.

In analysing a multi-component structured surface
by ion beam techniques, the question arises to which
extent such an analysis can be made quantitative and
whether undesired beam effects disturb the analysis.
Quantification concerns two aspects, namely the sur-
face elemental composition and the depth distribu-
tion obtained from sputter etching the sample. These
aspects are treated in the present work by consider-
ing ion scattering analysis of model catalysts consist-

Ž .ing of Rh deposited on oxidic TiO and SiO2 2

support material. First we discuss the influence of
neutralisation and multiple scattering on the scattered
ion energy spectra, followed by a consideration of
the depth profiles from catalyst surfaces as prepared
and after Rh encapsulation due to strong metal-sup-

Ž .port interaction SMSI effects. The interpretations

are based on the comparison with results from simu-
lations using numerical codes.

2. Energy spectra-surface composition

In ISS, the signal is determined by collisions
between the incoming ion and target atoms. The
energy of a backscattered ion is given by two-body
collision kinematics and the intensity by the scatter-
ing cross section and the probability P for the ion to
leave the surface in its charged state. Ideally, the
energy spectrum of backscattered ions would, thus,
show one peak for each elemental species present in
the top surface layer, the peak areas being represen-
tative for the abundance of these species on the
surface. Ions penetrating into deeper layers are effi-
ciently neutralised and therefore not detected in a

Fig. 1. He scattering from one monolayer of Rh on TiO , primary energy 500 eV, scattering angle 1378. Bottom: experimental energy2

spectrum. Top: Simulation using the numerical code MARLOWE. Different values for the neutralisation probability P per collision are used
Ž .see text .
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conventional ISS apparatus equipped with an electro-
static energy analyser. This simplified description is
approximately applicable in many cases, but of course
the reality is more complicated.

The situation is illustrated in Fig. 1, showing an
Ž .experimental ISS spectrum bottom from a model

catalyst system consisting of approximately one
monolayer of rhodium on a TiO substrate. The2

latter has a thickness of about 20 nm and was pre-
pared by chemical vapour deposition on a polished

w xMo support 13 . Its electrical conductivity is suffi-
ciently high to allow ISS analysis without charging

Žproblems. Scattering peaks for Rh, Ti, and O as
.well as a slight surface contaminant Mg are well

developed and agree with the expectations based on
the sample preparation.

It is interesting to compare this experimental spec-
Žtrum with results from computer simulations Fig. 1,

. w xtop . Here we use the numerical code MARLOWE 14 .
It simulates particle–solid interactions in the so-
called binary collision approximation, i.e. the asymp-
totic trajectories after each collision are calculated
using screened Coulomb potentials for the repulsive

Žinteractions. Thermal vibrations and inelastic elec-
.tronic energy losses are taken into account, but

charge states of the projectiles are not included in the
original code. We added a simple model for the ion
neutralisation probability as discussed below. For the
target, a three-dimensional crystalline unit cell is
constructed that can be randomly rotated to simulate
polycrystalline or amorphous material. Since the
scattering cross sections are small, particularly for
large scattering angles, 106 to 107 primary projec-
tiles have to be followed in the calculations, in order
to obtain reasonable statistics in the scattered energy
distribution. This means about 20 h of CPU time on a
workstation to calculate a spectrum as shown in Fig.
Ž .1 top . The spectrum without neutralisation effects

Ž .Ps1 shows basically the same peaks as the exper-
Žiment the limited energy resolution of 10 eVrchan-

.nel results in a small apparent shift of the Rh peak
but in the part of the spectrum which corresponds to
scattering from titania obviously a large background
from multiple scattering processes is contained. A
qualitatively much better agreement with the experi-
ment is reached if we allow for the effect that ions
that penetrate into the target are very efficiently

w xneutralised 2,3 . This is done here with a simple

w xneutralisation model 15,16 in which the ion sur-
vival probability P is described as varying according
to

P N ;P Ny1 1Ž . Ž .
where N denotes the number of collisions, a colli-
sion being described by a projectile-target encounter
resulting in a deflection of 18 or more. This proce-
dure demonstrates that the broad background distri-
bution in the calculated spectrum is obviously due to
multiple scattering and the corresponding contribu-
tion is already drastically reduced with a value of
Ps0.9, i.e. more than 10 collisions are required to
arrive at the observed reduction by about a factor of
five. The similarity of the calculated and measured
spectra shows that the multiple scattering processes
can be described by such a model and confirms the
conception that in ISS the scattered ion signal origi-
nates exclusively from the atoms in the topmost
layer. For further quantification, neutralisation prob-

Ž .abilities sensitivity factors for the different atomic
species on the surface have to be included. In a
practical case, comparison with standards or relative
measurements are applicable, since there are gener-

w xally no matrix effects observed with ISS 2,12 .

3. Depth profiles-morphology

ISS signals can in principle be gained in a ‘quasi
static’ mode, i.e. with ion energies and current densi-
ties that are low enough to leave the surface virtually
unchanged. A full energy spectrum can be recorded

13 2 w xwith an ion fluence of 10 ionsrcm or less 3 and
since in general the corresponding sputtering yields
are below unity beam effects can be kept small.
Nevertheless, surface modifications due to ion bom-
bardment have to be controlled, particularly in the
case of gaseous adsorbates, for which ion beam

w xdesorption cross sections can be rather high 17 . On
the other hand, the sputtering action of the ion beam
is very useful for obtaining near surface depth pro-
files that give information on the dispersion and
morphology of active species on support material.
For instance, this has been exploited for investigating

w xwetting phenomena 18 and for studying SMSI ef-
w xfects with model catalysts 19,20 .
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Fig. 2. Experimental depth profile for one monolayer of Rh on
TiO . RT: as prepared at room temperature, 823K: after heating2

in UHV to this temperature, causing Rh encapsulation.

An example is given in Fig. 2 showing two cases
w x13 : an as prepared RhrTiO model catalyst and the2

same sample after heating in UHV to 823 K. The
concentration profiles are represented by the ion
scattering signals as a function of fluence. Before

Ž .heating RT the monolayer Rh covers the surface
and the Ti and O signals only rise if Rh is sputtered
away. After heating the situation has drastically
changed, O and Ti signals are high already on the
surface and the Rh distribution exhibits a maximum
near but below the surface. This result has been
interpreted as a signature for Rh encapsulation by Ti

w xspecies under these conditions 20,21 . The Rh inten-
Ž .sity distribution shown in Fig. 2 RT bears the

signature of sputtering of a thin film, of the order of
w xone monolayer 17 and the thickness of this layer

should be related to a characteristic fluence which is
required to reduce the initial intensity to, say the 1re
amount of its initial value. The sputtering yields for
compound materials such as these metalroxide layer
systems are not known in general, and therefore, the
thickness–fluence relation can only be approxi-
mately estimated. Similar considerations hold for the

Ž .case of encapsulation 823 K . Models for a qualita-
tive interpretation of such distributions have been

w xdiscussed 19 . A step towards a more quantitative
w xunderstanding was taken 13 by applying a simple

but quite useful approach based on the statistical
w xsputtering model 22 . The deposited Rh metal clus-

ters are described by pyramids of height h consisting

of hra layers of cubes of size a. The ion scattering
intensity is assumed to be in proportion to the num-

Ž .ber of atoms cubes that are in the topmost layer, a
reasonably justified assumption for ISS. The change
in the number of top layer atoms is then calculated
using the statistical sputtering model. This yields for
the variation of the ion scattering intensity as a
function of fluence:

h 12
I F s 2= hyn q1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý

ny1 !Ž .ns1

ny1
F

yŽF rF .0= =e 2Ž .ž /F 0

where F sN rY is the fluence required to sputter0 0

one monolayer of atomic density N , Y being the0

sputtering yield. For the case of encapsulation, the
summation has to start from a deeper layer, say, e.g.
ns2, which results in a distribution with a maxi-

Ž .mum as, e.g. in Fig. 2 823 K . Although this model
is based on simplifying assumptions, it is useful
because it is descriptive and matches the experiments
rather well, as shown below.

4. Dynamic simulation

4.1. Simulation program

The changes occurring on a multi-component sur-
face under the influence of ion bombardment as
considered here can be analysed on a more elaborate
physical foundation by using the Monte Carlo pro-

w xgram TRIDYN 23 . It is based on the static Monte
Carlo program TRIM.SP, but takes dynamic target
changes into account. A randomised target structure
is assumed, and the atomic interactions are treated as
a sequence of binary collisions. In all calculations,

Ž . w xthe WHB Kr-C potential 24 is applied. The inelas-
tic energy loss is described by an equipartition of the

w xcontinuous Lindhard–Scharff 25 and the local
w xOen–Robinson 26 models. A pseudo-projectile cor-

responds to an incoming fluence of a given amount.
After the collision cascade of each pseudo-projectile
is finished, the target composition and density are
updated by the reciprocal addition of the atomic
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Fig. 3. TRIDYN simulation of the depth profiles for model systems
equivalent to the experiments shown in Fig. 2.

densities of the pure elements according to the com-
w xposition 23 . The surface binding energy is chosen

according to the surface composition by linear inter-
polation between the corresponding values of the
pure elements and the mean value of both species.
TRIDYN allows the determination of sputtering yields,
reflection coefficients, composition profiles, depth
profiles of the implanted species, and related values
as a function of the incident fluence. The version
used is adjusted for parallel computing using eight
processors on a CRAY-T3E.

4.2. Surface composition

Fig. 3 shows the results from TRIDYN simulations
of the analysis of the RhrTiO model catalyst corre-2

sponding to the experiments presented in Fig. 2. The
surface composition is taken from a surface layer of
0.15 nm thickness, the fluence refers to 500 eV He
bombardment at an angle of 308 from the normal
direction, as in the experiment. The left panel shows
the apparent depth profile for one monolayer
Ž .0.27 nm Rh on TiO . The agreement between ex-2

periment and simulation is quite satisfactory for all
three signals recorded, Rh, Ti and O. This strongly
supports the presumption that depth profile analysis
of such systems with ISS can provide qualitatively
and also to a large extent quantitatively useful re-
sults. In the right panel of Fig. 3, the simulated
profiles for the encapsulated situation are plotted
Ž .corresponding to ‘823 K’ in Fig. 3 . Here a continu-

ous layer of 0.2 nm of TiO on 1 nm Rh supported2

by TiO was assumed. Again the results agree quite2

well with the experiments. It should be noted that the
Žsimulated Rh layer was thicker by about a factor of

.three than in the experiment. It should be further
considered that in the experiment the encapsulation
may not produce an equally homogeneous coverage
layer as taken for the simulation. Nevertheless, the
agreement is very good and supports the interpreta-
tion of the results of Fig. 2 as being caused by
encapsulation.

4.3. Sputtering yields

Bombardment of a multi-component material with
energetic ions not only leads to erosion of the sur-
face but generally also changes the surface composi-
tion due to the different sputtering yields of the
various constituents. This effect of preferential sput-

w xtering 27 can have a strong influence on the appar-
w xent depth profiles 28 and has to be kept in mind for

their interpretation. Fig. 4 demonstrates the situation
for the model catalysts considered here as obtained
from the simulation. Two different support materials
for the Rh are studied, TiO and SiO . According to2 2

Fig. 4. Sputtering yields for the different constituents during depth
profiling of a monolayer of Rh on TiO and Rh on SiO by2 2

500eV He, TRIDYN results.
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the composition of the samples, the Rh sputtering
yield is high on the surface and decreases as the
erosion proceeds. The oxygen as well as the Ti and
Si yields increase with increasing fluence until at

Ž 17 2 .steady state above about 2=10 Hercm the
ratios between O and Ti or Si reach a constant value

Ž .of about two within the statistical error . The result
shows that in steady state the erosion flux corre-

Žsponds to the stoichiometry of the sample as can be
w x.deduced from mass conservation 27,28 . However,

due to this difference in sputtering yield oxygen is
preferentially removed from the surface and its sur-
face concentration no longer represents the original
stoichiometry. This could already be seen in Fig. 2,
where above 2=1017 Hercm2 the OrTi ratio is
about 1.3 rather than 2. The main reason for the
preferential sputtering effect in these systems with
large mass differences in the constituents lies in the
energy transfer between projectile and target atoms.
The maximum energy fraction transferable in a bi-
nary collision between masses M and M is1 2

4M M1 2
Maximum energy fractions 3Ž .2M qMŽ .1 2

Ž .According to Eq. 3 , the maximum energy transfer
between He and O is a factor of 2.25 higher than for
Ti and a factor of 1.5 for Si.

4.4. Results for RhrSiO2

The experimental results for the RhrSiO system2

are compared with the model calculations from Sec-
tion 3 and TRIDYN simulations. Under the experimen-
tal conditions chosen no SMSI effect is observed on
SiO , i.e. no encapsulation takes place. Fig. 5 shows2

that the experimental Rh depth profile is very well
represented by both types of calculations at least up
to a fluence of 10=1016 Hercm2 where most of
the Rh layer is removed. So it can be concluded that
for the interpretation of near surface sputter profiles

Ž .an estimate according to Eq. 2 is quite useful. The
oxygen and Si data in this system are only qualita-
tively in agreement between experiment and TRIDYN

Žto account for the sensitivity factors the O values
.have been fitted . It was observed that the Si scatter-

ing signal generally is very low under these experi-
mental conditions, and therefore, no further fit was

Fig. 5. Comparison of depth profiles for Rh on SiO by 500eV2
Ž Ž ..He: experiment, model Eq. 2 and TRIDYN.

made. Unlike with TiO , in SiO , charging effects2 2

are much more difficult to avoid. Nevertheless, the
depth profile, and thus, the thickness of the Rh metal
overlayer can correctly be determined by ISS and
simulated by the calculations. With vanadium oxide
as a promoter substance on this system, i.e.
RhrVO rSiO , also morphological changes afterx 2

thermal treatment could be analysed with ISS and
interpreted together with chemical effects studied by

Ž . w xX-ray photoelectron spectroscopy XPS 29 .

5. Summary

The interpretation of ISS results for the character-
isation of supported metal catalyst systems was stud-
ied by comparison with model calculations. As ex-
amples, the systems RhrTiO and RhrSiO were2 2

chosen. Although in the ion bombardment and scat-
tering process a variety of complicating physical
mechanisms are effective, such as multiple scatter-
ing, ion neutralisation, and preferential sputtering, a
reliable qualitative and also quantitative interpreta-
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tion appears possible. For the analysis of surface
composition and particularly for sputter depth profil-
ing, comparisons with model calculations are useful.
For simplified interpretation, a model based on the
statistical sputtering model appears applicable. Much
more thorough interpretation allows a comparison
with the numerical simulation program TRIDYN that
provides — among other things — information on
surface compositions and sputtering yields and their
variation with the bombarding ion fluence. The
agreement between these calculations and the experi-
ments is generally good. For instance, the results for
one monolayer coverage of Rh on TiO and its2

encapsulated state due to the SMSI effect could be
well reproduced.
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